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* 
The sad news first. 

 

Farewells 

 
Ian Cadwallader told me of Peter Clarke’s death on December 18th 2016. After the funeral in January Ian 

spoke to Sylviane, Peter’s wife, who told him that it was a happy funeral, several people speaking about Peter 

and telling humorous stories so there were more laughs than tears in the church. A regular attendee at reunions 

with his wife, Peter was an Associate member, having been Station Regimental Officer at Horsham St Faith 

when 74 was there between 1956 and 1959. He also had dealings with the squadron in Tengah (1969 – 1971) 

when he was on FEAF Command Security staff at Changi. 

 

Nigel Holder died suddenly on 11th July. A memorial service for him was held at Debden on 27th July. He was a 

pilot on the squadron from May 1969 to October 1971, joining as a Flying Officer on his first tour, leaving as a 

Fight Lieutenant. With 74 he was part of three detachments to Butterworth, one to RAAF Darwin and one to 

RAAF Edinburgh (for the RAAF’s 50th Anniversary air display). He participated in Exercise Bersatu Padu and 

flew the penultimate Lightning from Tengah to Cyprus to be handed over to 56 Squadron when the Tigers 

disbanded. Nigel served in the RAF from 1964 to 1983, flying Jaguars after Lightnings. On retirement from the 

RAF he joined BAe and spent February 1984 to September 1988 with them in Nigeria on Jaguars and 1989 in 

Saudi Arabia on Hawks. 

 
Jack Bolton was the Ferranti Representative based at Tengah with 74 Squadron during 1968 onwards. Jack was 82 years of 

age, was born in Blackpool and served with the RAF in Hong Kong prior to joining Ferranti. Subsequently he worked for Racal 

until retirement. He is survived by his wife Hazel. 

 

From the archives. 

 
 

 

In this issue we feature the Phantom, Lightning, 

Meteor and Hunter in squadron service. To 

redress the balance a little here is a photo from 

the archives of a Gloster Gauntlet, flown by the 

Tigers from Hornchurch immediately before 

taking their first Spitfire on charge. 

 

 

 

http://www.74sqdn.tk/
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Annual General Meeting. 

 
It is our custom to publish the minutes of our AGM held over the reunion weekend for the benefit of those 

members who are unable to attend. 

 

Minutes of the Annual General Meeting. Saturday March 4th 2017 

The Falcon Hotel, Stratford upon Avon 

 

Apologies were received from Nigel and Alison Champken-Woods, David and Jeanette Ketcher, Chris Laidlaw 

Bell, Es George, Jon and Jo Mosen, Simon Bostok, Peter Holloway, Di Medland, Sue McNamara, Ian and Heather 

Cadwallader, Jim Tait, Steve Smyth and John Bletcher. 

 

Dick welcomed all attending the AGM and Reunion Weekend which has attracted a record 146 members and 

guests. 

 

Minutes of Previous Meeting. The minutes of the previous meeting were agreed and accepted as proposed by 

Dave Roome and seconded by Cliff Spink.  

 

Matters Arising. Dick thanked Tony Clay for all the work he has done on creating the new website. There have 

been a few problems with the site going down but they have now been resolved. Questions were raised about 

the stretching of the photographs and navigation around the site. Tony is very aware of these problems and is 

working to resolve them. 

 

Treasurer's Report. This was presented by Rhod. The accounts show that the Treasurer’s Account/Interest 

Account holds £12,146.74 and of this £6,632.70 has been allocated to the Museum Fund. We hold sales stock 

to the value of £945.00 (£1,700 at sale price). 

 

Election of Officers. The committee assumed they would be asked to offer themselves for re-election and 

therefore will continue during 2017-2018 as currently! 

 

Chairman – Dick Northcote 

Treasurer – Rhod Smart 

Secretary – Bob Cossey 

 

City of Norwich Aviation Museum (CNAM).There has been some further progress and photographs showing 

this were shown to members. The crew room idea is still being pursued but has yet to reach fruition. The 

museum is very short of storage space and we are to buy a container to help ease this problem: delivery will be 

within a few weeks of the AGM. Tiger Squadron insignia will be applied to it to identify it as ours. [The 

container has been bought and delivered – Ed.] Over the reunion weekend two volunteers are flying 74’s 

Hawker Hunter F.6 cockpit simulator at the museum ‘around the world’, only stopping to refuel, to raise money 

for the museum and for the East Anglian Air Ambulance. Envelopes were placed on the reunion dinner tables and 

donations invited. £460 was raised in support of the event. [Thank you to everybody for your usual 

generosity – Ed.]  

 

Our President, Air Marshal Cliff Spink, is Chair of the Trustees of the Bentley Priory Museum and he 

suggested that the Association might look at the possibility of loaning the Malan Memorial Sword and perhaps 

some other silver for display there. Our silver has been collected from its current home at RAF Valley for this 

reunion but will be returned for safekeeping to the silver room at the much more convenient RAF Marham. Once 

there and all the paperwork completed, Cliff will advise on the best way to move forward with this idea which 

the members present approved of. [See the photograph on page 4 – Ed.] 

 
Date of next AGM – to be advised, as at the time of the current AGM there was uncertainty as to where and when the 

2018 reunion would be held. 
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Our Chairman, Group Captain Dick Northcote, hands over the Malan Memorial Sword to Air Marshal Cliff 

Spink, our President and the Chair of the Trustees of the Bentley Priory Museum, for display. 
See www.bentleypriorymuseum.org.uk for information about this excellent museum. 

http://www.bentleypriorymuseum.org.uk/
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Senior Aircraftwoman Una Taylor 
 

 

This photograph appeared on the 

Mail Online website with the 

caption "Hard at work: Senior 

Aircraftwoman Una Taylor, a 

photographer with 74 Squadron, 

talks with a pilot during Exercise 

Vigilant in 1957" Note the tiger 

dicing on Una’s jacket  which 

suggests she was indeed 74’s 

photographer as opposed to being 

a Horsham St Faith station 

photographer. Incidentally the 

pilot is Dick Lewis. Thanks to Rob 

Mills for passing this on. 

 
 

Ian Cadwallader found the photograph below on which Una Taylor features. She is in the third row from the 

front, fourth person from the Hunter on left side as you look at photo.  
 

Ian adds: ‘the lazy guys sitting down in the front row from the left are: - Ken Hunt, Boz, Robinson, Mike Ginn, 

Pip Smith, Griff Griffin, Ian Cadwallader, Tony Hilton, Geoff Holden, Dick Lewis, Pete Rayner, John Robertson, 

Keith Hazelwood (The Boss), Mike Norman, Jack Atkinson, Tony Davies, Tony Dean, Jack Southward, Ted Guy, 

Clive Wallis, Pete Budd and Bernie Brennan, but I can’t remember the chap on the end. He was only attached to 

the squadron for a short time I think.’ 
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Alec Peace: My RAF Years.         Part Two. 
 

Association member Alec came to write his memoir, ‘My RAF Years’, for his family after his doorbell rang one 

day and his visitor introduced himself as a local author of aviation books based in the Derbyshire Peak District. 

Says Alec, ‘his name was Pat Cunningham DFM and he had researched the many tragic remains of aircraft that 

had crashed on the high moors. His latest book would be about the hard working ground crews and was 

provisionally entitled ‘We Kept ‘Em Flying’. He thought that my tale of ground training of pilots would fit in. I 

didn’t agree but we had many hours of service talk that gave me the idea of writing up the story of my time in 

the RAF.’ 

 

We began Alec’s story in Tiger News 67 and with Tiger News 68 devoted to the 100th Anniversary Reunion, we 

can continue with it now. 

 

After my time with No. 74 Squadron I was posted up to RAF Kirton in Lindsey, north of Lincoln, to join No. 616 

Squadron, the City of Doncaster (Auxiliary) Squadron. The task here was to patrol convoys and attempt to 

intercept enemy intruders in the Hull area, constantly being scrambled to intercept bombers which we never 

saw. At about this time attempts were made to modify the Spitfire to make it suitable for night flying and 

therefore night fighting. The basic problem was that the flaring discharge from the exhaust stubs dazzled the 

pilot. A metal shield was rigged up to mask off the flame of the red-hot exhaust stubs but the experiment 

never seemed to amount to anything. 

 

Sharing the station with us was No. 121 Squadron, the second Eagle Squadron, one of the units made up of 

American pilots who elected to join the fray before the USA entered the war. One character who stays in my 

mind was Vernon ‘Shorty’ Keogh who had been a pre-war parachutist and then a key member of the first Eagle 

Squadron. My enduring impression of the Americans however is that as a group they tended to be far more 

emotional about things than we were as we saw when Shorty went missing. 

 

I formed another friendship during this period, in this case 

due to my enthusiasm for guns. My first gun at about the age 

of 15 was a French Army Lebel, the 1886 pattern 7.62mm 

ten-shot rifle with bayonet, which cost me 7/6d. I remember 

my dad observing ‘I don’t mind you getting the rifle itself 

into good order, but don’t let me see you sharpening the 

bayonet.’ There was no available ammunition so it was an 

antique. Since then I had tried out a number of guns, but 

recently I had mail ordered a very smart .38 Smith and 

Wesson nickel-plated revolver, paying £10. There was 

another pilot on the unit who had a similar interest. His name 

was J.E. ’Johnnie’ Johnson and although at the time he had 

already flown operationally, been decorated and was four 

years older than me and was a graduate civil engineer, he was 

from near Barrow on Soar in Leicestershire and we hit it off 

and became quite pally. He had a 7.62 Luger automatic which 

I immediately coveted. So we did a swap, after which I 

pretty well lost track of him. He survived the war, becoming 

the highest scoring Allied pilot with 38 confirmed kills, and 

remained in the RAF, retiring as an Air Vice Marshal. 

 

At Lindsey I at last got to try my Spitfire’s guns out, if not 

in anger. And mixing in such illustrious company, who knows what might have happened? Except that jumping up 

to board my aircraft I slipped off the trailing edge, crashed to the ground and hurt my wrist. Even when taped 

up it was far too stiff to permit me to fly so after a while I was posted to 53 OTU at RAF Heston as a ground 

instructor. This was an interesting RAF station as there was an Avro 504 in a hangar and a Messerschmitt 108 
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on the runway as a touch down marker for the student pilots. There was also a unit installing a Leigh light in the 

nose of Bostons as a night fighter project. Heston’s medical officer arranged for me to have an X-ray and 

discovered that a bone had been broken but that it wasn’t healing. I was sent to the RAF hospital at Halton 

where, before starting bone graft treatment, they did another X-ray and finally discovered that the fracture 

had in fact finally begun to heal. A normal break might have required some 6 weeks in plaster with another 

month or so to get the joint fully mobile again. My recovery to flying fitness dragged on for 4 or 5 months. As 

it was I returned to Heston with my arm in plaster and carried on in the Link trainer, first swatting up and then 

instructing on blind flying and (at a Spitfire training unit!) beam approach landing techniques. 

 

In due course the OTU, now fully formed as No.53 (Spitfire) OTU, moved to RAF Llandow near Cardiff. The 

unit was commanded by Group Captain Ira Jones who had made a name for himself, and for No. 74 Squadron, in 

the First World War. He had remained in the RAF until 1936, then retired and been called back to the active 

list in 1939. He was another larger than life character, a Welshman with a pronounced stutter who loved a drink 

and would have given anything to have been able to have another go at increasing his score of enemy aircraft 

destroyed. His First World War tally has been variously given as either 37 or 40. He was interested to find 

that I had recently been flying with his old squadron but my abiding memory of him was when he got a bee in his 

bonnet about pilots leaving their undercarriage down too long after take-off which, he argued, lost them 

valuable seconds when scrambling for action, for the earlier the wheels came up the sooner the Spitfire became 

its sleek speedy self. Accordingly he announced that he would demonstrate and the whole station gathered for 

the event. With every eye on him, Ira strapped himself in and roared off down the runway. At nearly take off 

speed however he hit the notorious Llandow bump, was thrown into the air, selected his undercarriage to ‘up’ 

and the Spitfire promptly settled back onto its belly. When we reached the wreck and began to release him he 

was muttering ‘I m-m-must have hit an air p-p-pocket.’ Not to be beaten he laid on another demonstration a 

short while later and this time it was successful. But then he was no stranger to crashes, writing in 1938 that 

years before as a pupil pilot he had made a study of avoiding  injury and realised that there was a critical last 

five seconds during which he could take his feet off the rudder bars and tuck them under his seat. On writing 

this he noted he had experienced 28 crashes. This then was his 29th! 

 
Seeing the CO putting up such a black might have been of some comfort to one of the pupils who took off from 

Llandow, became uncertain of his position and eventually put down at St Athan not far away. Unfortunately he 

forgot to lift his undercarriage after getting airborne so that on his approach to St Athan he became confused 

and made the selection to pull his wheels up and bellied in, damaging the aircraft but able to walk away 

unscathed himself. It might have been some comfort, but then he was a pupil and Ira was the CO! One of my 

own trips that had a more fortunate outcome was when I got airborne on a flight test and found that I had no 

reading on my airspeed indicator. In those days of course the norm was that the ground crew prepared the 

aircraft for flight after which the pilot would sit at the dispersal hut waiting to be called. When the call came 

it was a matter of sprinting to the aircraft, clambering up onto the wing, being helped to strap in then getting 

airborne with the least possible dely. On this occasion the pitot head cover had been left on. Most 

embarrassing. But no real problem, for the Spitfire was such a wonderful machine that one could feel when it 

was happy and in the end I was able to land without incident. 

 

Another strand of my job at Llandow was to command the Air Sea Rescue Flight, flying a Lysander over the 

Bristol Channel whenever summoned. Learning to fly this machine was a question of hanging over the back of 

someone who had flown it before and watching the way he did things. 

 

It had long been evident to me that once Training Command got its teeth into a pilot it regarded him as his own 

property. In endeavouring to get free of its clutches I had sought out my various flight commanders time and 

again to plead with them to get me back to where I might fly on ops. They were all sympathetic but nothing 

came of my pressing. Indeed I soon found myself posted yet again, only this time even further from an 

operational unit – back to Derby once more and the Rolls Royce Aero Engine School where RAF maintenance 

personnel were taught about engines. 

 

To be continued 
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John Arthur Brown 

 
Paul Flynn wrote and asked a question. ‘Dear Bob. I have no 

association with 74 Squadron but live in Llanbedr, North Wales. 

My research shows that the squadron was based here for a 

while. I think in late 1941 and 1942. In a local cemetery is the 

grave of a Canadian Sergeant pilot John Arthur Brown who died 

in 1942 (maybe the end of 1941). Was he a 74 Squadron pilot, 

and what were the circumstances of his death? Paul’ 

 

‘Dear Paul. 74 were at Llanbedr from 3rd October 1941 to 24th 

January 1942 when they moved to Long Kesh in Ireland. In our 

records we do have a note about John Brown but it is very brief. 

At the end of November 1941 (we don't have a specific date) he 

was one of two men lost by the squadron in the space of four 

days. John Brown perished when he crashed into the river 

estuary at Barmouth with such force that the Spitfire's Merlin 

was buried twenty feet deep in the sand. The other pilot lost 

was an Arthur Williams who disappeared while chasing a Ju88. 

Bob’ 

 

 

 

 Jon Mosen’s Hunter 

 
 

In 2016 Jon badly ruptured an Achilles tendon 

and he spent most of the year in plaster, resin 

and moonboots with supports. Whilst off his 

feet he decided to scratch build the squadron 

Hunter T.7 XL568. Jon’s affinity with this 

particular aircraft has been described 

previously in Tiger News. He well remembers it 

arriving at Horsham St. Faith on Christmas Day 

1958 and as evidenced by his paintings of it, it 

has been his favourite aircraft ever since!  The 

next step was to build a model and that which he 

has now built is a radio controlled electric 

fanjet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
XL568 is now an exhibit at RAF Cosford.  
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Photo Tracker! 

 
Correspondent Ian Simpson is adept at tracking down rare images of 74 Squadron aircraft and when he does 

we feature them in Tiger News. Here we have two more that Ian has found for us. 

 

 

White tailed Hunter F. Mk 4 

XE683, a photo taken in May 

1957. The white tail denotes 

participation in an exercise. 

Mark 4s were only on strength 

for a short while, from March 

1957 to January 1958. A 

former Royal Danish Air Force 

Hunter, E-409, has been 

painted to represent this 

aircraft and can be seen at the 

City of Norwich Aviation 

Museum. 

 

 

 

Gloster Meteor F Mk.4 VW257 

On deployment to the 

Continent perhaps? Date 

unknown. The squadron flew 

this mark of Meteor between 

December 1947 and October 

1950. 

 

 

 

 

 

A-4s & F-4s in Vietnam. 

 
Tiger Chris Laidlaw-Bell (aka Laidback) hopes the following stories will be of interest not only to his former F-

4 colleagues but to all Association members as well.  He was sent them by an old friend of his, Vince de la Cruz,  

who got them from his father-in-law Dave Burnette, an ex-USAF SMSGT who in his early days  followed the 

Apollo missions around, island hopping and providing geo-synchronous comms, usually from a C-130 loaded up 

with radios. 

 

Laidback got to know Vince when he was with 74 at Wattisham and Vince was at Lakenheath with his family. 

Laidback was always interested in music and Vince in aviation, so they clicked. Vince and his then girlfriend 

Katrina Leskanich were both ‘USAF brats’ at Lakenheath. They met in high school and stayed in the UK when 

their parents moved on (Katrina’s dad was a USAF colonel), forming the band Katrina & The Waves with two 

Brits. Vince was the bass player (but is actually a multi-instrumentalist) and principal songwriter (he also wrote 

songs for other bands). Remember their two big hits, 'Walking on Sunshine' and the 1997 Eurovision winner 

'Love Shine a Light'? 

 

Vince now lives on the Florida Panhandle as does Laidback.  
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Left. A summer ball at Wattisham. Vince de 

la Cruz of Katrina and The Waves is on the 

left next to Kev Wooff (in mess kit). 

Laidback is also in mess kit.  Wives and 

friends make up the rest of the party. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Below. Phantoms were used extensively in 

Vietnam by the USAF, USN and USMC. 

These USAF aircraft are wearing the SE 

Asia camouflage scheme. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Stories. 
 

 Chu Lai in the summer of 

1966.  Then there was only 

the expeditionary field of 

4,000 feet. All take offs 

were with JATO bottles 

(lots of things went wrong 

with these - especially at 

night) and all landings were 

arrested. One day we taxied 

in to VMA-223 from a 

mission and noticed an Air 

Force C-123 parked at the main ramp. It had made an emergency landing at Chu Lai.  That night at the 

club the only passenger from the C-123 was there.  He was an F-100 Super Sabre pilot in his flight suit 

on crutches and with two broken legs. Of course, we wanted to know how he broke his legs. He told us 

that he was an F-100F (two seater) Misty Fast Forward Air Controller. They took turns flying front and 

back seat.  He said that it was his day to go up north in the back seat.  They found the target for the 

F-105s (Thunderchiefs) and marked it with 5" WP rockets. Then, after the 105s were done, they were 

supposed to fly low and fast and take an after-action picture of the target.  He was the guy with the 

hand-held camera.  Of course the NVA knew the routine and began shooting the shit out of them.  The 

front seat guy did a lot of jinking and somehow the lens came off the camera and disappeared.They in-

flight refuelled for their return trip home down south. Our guy said that he kept looking for the lens 

but the front seater said to forget it. They would find it after landing. Upon landing and taxi back, the 

front seater called "Canopy Clear" and raised the canopy.  The lens had landed near one of the 

actuators for the ejection seat.  He said that he heard this tremendous explosion and realised what had 

happened when he got seat separation about 250 feet up at the top of the arc and saw a miniature F-

100 below him missing a canopy.  He said that it was like a "Wily Coyote" cartoon. There was a point 

where you stop going up, a pause, and then a rapid going down thing. The F-100 didn't have a zero/zero 

seat either (needed 100 kts or 100 feet). He said that he had always heard that in a long fall one dies 
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of a heart attack before one hits the ground.  So he said he kept shouting "come on heart attack!" The 

drogue chute had deployed and that kept his feet straight down.  It was real steep near the taxiway, 

they had been doing a lot of excavating and it had rained. He hit feet first. The undeployed chute saved 

his back and kept it straight.  He skidded down the embankment into a large pool of water. He had two 

simple fractures. Needless to say, he couldn't buy another drink that night. 

 

 It was around September 1966 and they had just completed the installation of the land catapult so no 

more JATO.  We had operated out of there for about 3 weeks with the land cat and it worked great. 

Anyway, there was to be a change of command for Marine Air Group 12. Col. Les Brown was about to 

hand over MAG-12 to the great, one and only Jay Hubbard. The change of command ceremony was to 

coincide with the official inauguration of the first combat tactical SATS (Short Airfield Tactical and 

can't remember the S) field in the history of the Marine Corps.  A real dog and pony show. The guests 

of honour were the Secretary of the Navy, FMFPAC Lt. General Krulak, 1st Marine Air Wing Commander 

MGEN Robinshaw (a great guy by the way - he always flew with 223 and was the world's best wingman 

because he could hardly see). All pilots not flying were to put on their dungarees for formation in the 

sand for the change of command.  The programme then called for all troops to fall out and observe four 

A-4s to be launched from the land cat. 

 

That was the planned program. Someone (no one would admit who) suggested the day before that two F-

4 Phantoms be brought in the night before to be launched after the A-4s. Wouldn't that be a great 

idea? Well, of course, with a four thousand foot strip and fifty feet wide taxiways, no F-4s had ever 

been to Chu Lai.  But in the late afternoon the day before the ceremony two F-4s landed and took the 

arresting gear. They folded their wings and proceeded to very carefully taxi into the biggest two 

revetments. And, of course, the familiar F-4 engine wailing sound followed them everywhere. That night 

there was much harassment of the F-4 crews in the club about flying an aircraft that needed a 

committee to perform (two seats instead of one). Furthermore, we took to calling the RIO's (backseat 

guys) "hare-lipped dogs" because their only job was to shout "MARK MARK" when the pilot reached 

bomb release altitude. Anyway, the next day those of us not on the flight schedule put on our dungarees 

and fell in for the ceremony. VMA-123 was led by the Squadron Commander, Lt. Col. Bob Sinclair.  The 

ceremony went off without a hitch and Jay Hubbard was now our new Group skipper.  The dignitaries 

lined up on the high ground (read sand dune here) with the SECNA on the right then FMFPAC "The 

Brute" General Krulak, then General Robinshaw, then the old Group CO Les Brown and finally Jay 

Hubbard.  Sure enough, they launched four bomb laden A-4s off the land cat. This was ho-hum stuff for 

us because we had been doing it for three weeks already. Next the first F-4 taxied up with folded 

wings. The distinctive two F-4 engines were doing a lot of wailing.  Up went the F-4's nose wheel on the 

dolly. The wings were extended and locked.  The nose wheel was attached to the dolly with the frangible 

metal breakaways. The holdback for the tail was installed. All was ready for the run-up. The two J-57 

engines powering the land cat were run-up.  The two F-4 engines were run-up to 100%.  Man, there was 

something in this show for everyone. Tremendous noise from four jet engines, dust and smoke. Nothing 

could go wrong now. The CAT Officer received the salute from the F-4 pilot and he dropped his hand. 

BOOM the CAT fired.  BOOM BOOM both F-4 engines went into afterburner. Now about 60,000 pounds 

of F-4 and bombs were hurtling down the 1,500 foot CAT. 

  

At this point I must interject a minor technical point. About the frangible metal devices holding the F-

4's nose wheel to the dolly: Well, you see, they break away at the end of the 1,500 foot CAT ride.  This, 

of course, is not a problem for an A-4 because it has a long nose wheel and sits up at a pronounced 

angle. Unfortunately, the F-4 sits parallel to the ground. In order to not make this too technical, both 

nose wheel frangible devices did what they were supposed to and broke off. One went into the left 

intake and one went into the right intake. This was problematic for the Phantom. BOOM, the left engine 

exploded. BOOM, the right engine exploded.  The show got much better. Flaming metal parts and discs 

slicing through the side of the F-4.  Then total involvement of flames of the aircraft from the intakes 

back.  BOOM went the ejection seat of the back seater. BOOM went the ejection seat of the front 

seater. And KABOOM went the F-4 into the sand southeast of the runway. 
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Then the Three Stooges part: the SECNAV looks to his left at FMFPAC, who looks to his left to the 1st 

MAW CO, who looks at the old MAG-12 CO, Colonel Brown, and finally they are all looking at Jay 

Hubbard.  We laughed so hard that some of us fell down. By the way, the second F-4 refolded his wings 

and slowly taxied back to the revetments. They down loaded the bombs and defuelled him and he flew 

back to Danang the next day after a very short take off roll. 

 

 This true story is from a pilot who was in VMFA 314 at Chu Lai in '69. I was one of a half-dozen 

replacements who checked in with MAG-13 on August 2. We were not all assigned to VMFA-314 though. 

There were two other combat squadrons in the Air Group: VMFA-115, the Able Eagles, and VMFA-323, 

the Death Rattlers. All three squadrons flew the McDonnell Douglas Phantom II and shared common 

living areas. Although we may have been in different squadrons, eventually we all got to know each other 

very well. The first thing we six rookies did was attend an Air Group briefing in an underground bunker 

protected by a thick layer of sandbags. This bunker served as our group intelligence centre.  

 

Suddenly, an urgent radio call interrupted our briefing. We listened as one of VMFA-115’s (above) 

aircraft radioed-in to report a problem.  The aircraft had been hit by enemy ground fire and could not 

lower its landing gear. The pilot was going to attempt a belly landing on the runway. At that news, we all 

raced outside near the runway to grab a good spot from which to watch the crash landing. Crash crews 

raced to cover the runway with a layer of fire retardant foam while the damaged F-4 circled overhead, 

burning down its load of fuel. Two arresting cables were strung across the middle of the runway. The 

cables were anchored on each end by a chain made with heavy 40-pound links.  The plan was for the F-4 

to lower his tail hook, to belly land in the foam, to catch one of the arresting wires and to come to a 

screeching halt. It did not quite happen that way. After burning off most of his fuel, the pilot gingerly 

lowered the airplane onto the foamed runway. A spark set off the fumes in the jet's empty wing tanks 

and they erupted into flames. All one could see racing down the runway were two wingtips protruding 

from an orange and black ball of fire heading toward the arresting cables. The F4 hit the first 

arresting cable. We watched the cable snap and hurl its 40-pound chain links skyward. Then the plane 

hit the second arresting cable. It also parted and flung its chain links. The aircraft was now just a ball 

of fire heading toward the end of the runway. Then we heard, Boom! Boom! The pilot had lit his 

afterburners. He was attempting to take-off without wheels! As the aircraft roared toward the end of 

the runway it slowly struggled skyward. It got airborne and began to climb nearly vertically. Then, both 

the pilot and his back seater, the radar intercept officer (RIO), ejected. We stared in wonder as the 

aircraft crashed into the nearby ocean. The two crewmen slowly floated down in their parachutes. The 

wind carried them over the ocean and they too soon splashed down. 
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A rescue helicopter was on the scene immediately. Both of the F4 crewmen, treading water, raised their 

right hand. This was a signal to the chopper that they were unharmed.  The helicopter slowly lowered 

itself and plucked the pilot out of the water and into the safety of the helicopter. The helicopter then 

turned its attention to the RIO. As the helicopter slowly lowered itself over him, the helicopter pilot 

suddenly lost control and he crashed into the water atop the RIO. As soon as the chopper hit the water, 

its pilot regained control, got airborne again and yanked the RIO from the water. Although the RIO was 

rescued safely, his leg was broken when the helicopter crashed atop him. That night at the Officers 

Club he sat with his leg elevated and encased in a full leg cast. As he imbibed a few, he related his 

story: "First, we got the daylights shot out of us. But, hey, that’s okay. We weren't hurt. Then, we 

survived a belly landing. But, that was okay too. We weren't hurt. Then the pilot decided he'd take off 

without wheels, but that worked out well too. Then we survived an ejection and a water landing, but that 

was also okay. We weren't hurt. Then the damn rescue helicopter crashed on me and broke my leg!" 

  

 April 1966. An A-4 Skyhawk (right) made a JATO 

take off from Chu Lai.  One small technical problem:  

there was an A-4 JATO bottle on one side and a C-

130 JATO bottle on the other side (different nozzle 

angles).  At ignition the A-4 went sideways off the 

runway into the sand.  Did all kinds of damage to the 

aircraft including a stubbed nose gear.  But, 

amazingly, he got airborne.  Had to - was too low to 

eject (needed 100kts and 100 feet in those days). 

Since he had a snubbed nose gear, he couldn't land.  

So Ops told him to eject west of the field.  The pilot 

wouldn't do that because there was both Vietcong 

and mines over there.  So they told him to eject over 

the beach in front of the "O" Club.  Ejection was fine and he landed about 50 metres off the beach.  He 

had neglected to bring the throttle back before ejecting so the pilotless A-4 set up a figure 8 pattern 

over Chu Lai with the bombs still on board.  Troops got out their M-14s and tried to shoot it down in its 

numerous low passes over the base.  Then they called Danang and launched the hot pad F-8 Crusaders.  

The Crusaders came down the beach in excess of Mach 1 and set up a gun pattern over the stricken A-

4.  Finally the A-4 made a pretty smooth landing in shallow water.  Immediately they salvaged the 

aircraft for spare parts.  Not one bullet hole in the aircraft. 

 

* 
  

Enter the J 

 
Continuing the Phantom theme, Tony Clay tells the story of 74 Squadron and the F-4J. With a 

selection of photos from the Association archive. 
 

Historically there are aircraft types that are synonymous with a particular unit. Spitfires of 19 Squadron, 

Lancasters of 617 Squadron or Mosquitos of 633 Squadron. Ok, perhaps the last example might be pushing the 

boundaries a little bit, but the point still stands. The Phantom F-4J(UK), or just `J` as it became known to the 

air and ground crew, will always be inextricably  linked to 74(F) Tiger Squadron like the English Electric 

Lightning F.1 before it.  So how did the RAF come to be operating this unique type? 

 

Shortly after the last shot had been fired and the Union Jack had been hoisted above Port Stanley during the 

Falklands War, thoughts at the MoD turned towards supplying the newly liberated islands with a more 

permanent and lethal air defence type. Initial air defence cover of the Falklands was being provided by 
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Sidewinder equipped Harrier GR.3s under the guise of ‘Har Det’ - Harrier Detachment. With the Tornado F.3 

still a few years from entering service, the contenders were the existing Phantoms and Lightnings of the UK`s 

air defence squadrons. Whilst Lightnings were seen flying with over wing tanks during the South Atlantic 

conflict, realistically they were never going to deploy south with their short endurance and limited weapons fit. 

Within a matter of days the decision had been made to deploy the Phantom FGR.2s of 29 Squadron who 

immediately began toning down their aircraft and adding much needed war time modifications.  Once the 

Phantoms had arrived down south, the unit was known as ‘Phandet’ until late 1983. It finally achieved squadron 

status following the rundown of 23 Squadron in the UK and the resultant transfer of its nameplate from RAF 

Wattisham to the RAF Stanley unit. 

 

However, with higher than average aircraft attrition and no sign of the Cold War thawing, the loss of 23 

Squadron had left a hole in the UK`s air defence network. This had to be filled and plans were hastily drawn up 

to replace the ‘lost’ squadron with additional aircraft. Rumours were rife that a new squadron would reform with 

surplus Lightnings held in store at Binbrook - indeed the tail code ‘C’ had been left free in case this happened, 

with the two resident squadrons adopting codes ‘A’ and ‘B’ and the Training Flight allocated ‘D’. Ultimately it was 

an alleged shortage of suitable pilots that prevented a new Lightning squadron reforming. The UK’s only option 

therefore was to look to the US for surplus fighters as a short term fix. A shopping list was drawn up and 

included both the F-14 and F-15. Both were dismissed on cost and logistical grounds before any serious 

enquiries were made. What was needed was something that had commonality with the existing infrastructure 

already in place at RAF stations. Only one such type existed in the RAF`s inventory and fitted the bill 

perfectly, the mighty McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom.  

 

The F-4S, which at the time was the US Navy`s most modern incarnation of the Phantom, was originally the 

RAF`s preferred choice. The problem was that the US Navy couldn't spare any S models, or at least not enough 

to equip a full squadron. And so the RAF were forced to look at the next best option which were surplus Navy 

and Marine F-4Js stored at the Military Aircraft Storage Distribution Centre at Davies Monthan AFB in 

Arizona, more commonly known as the `Boneyard`, and also some examples in open storage at the Naval Air 

Rework Facility at NAS North Island, San Diego, in Southern California.  

 

By the end of 1982 a team of RAF personnel, with the Vice Chief of the Air Staff Sir Peter Harding at the 

helm, were Stateside establishing the condition of the Phantoms on offer and evaluating their ability to meet 

the RAF`s requirements. Originally all the airframes offered had to meet a 5 year service life (in fact they 

ultimately remained in service for just under 7 years) and of the 15 chosen a fatigue modification package 

would have to be incorporated in any deal. By September 1983 the US Navy received two letters of offer, one 

for the purchase and rework of the aircraft, the second for the support package. The overall total for the 

entire project was £125 million which also included some extra funding for British Aerospace, Ferranti and 

Westinghouse for their parts in the programme. The latter two companies’ work consisted of updating the 

existing AWG-10 radar kits to the -10B standard. The AWG-10B upgrade was expensive but considered far 

clearer and more reliable than the existing radars in the RAF`s Phantom FGR.2 fleet. It would become one of 

the F-4J`s `aces in the hole`.  

 

While the purchase of the Phantoms was going through, talk within the RAF hierarchy turned towards the new 

aircraft’s designation. Obviously the FG.1 and FGR.2 were not appropriate as the J was not going to be employed 

in the reconnaissance or ground attack roles. F.3 could cause considerable confusion once the Tornado ADV had 

come into service, simply because people find it quicker and easier to drop a particular type’s name and refer to 

it by its designation only. So what about calling the new Phantom type by its standard designation, the F-4J?  

Well, that too could create confusion with regards to servicing manuals and any directives for modifications 

that may relate to the British version but not the American one or vice versa.  In the end British Aerospace 

pointed out that a unique designation was required to quickly identify drawings and parts which would avoid any 

potential future problems. And so the F-4J(UK) designation was confirmed and adopted, although in reality it 

too was a bit of a mouthful and the Phantom was mainly referred to as `the J`. 
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The Work Begins 

 

The Naval Air Rework Facility (NARF) at North Island, San Diego, would be responsible for the F-4J 

engineering programme. All the airframes would undergo a Service Life Extension Programme (SLEP), the 

equivalent of an RAF major service, although despite the RAF’s rework order coinciding with the end of the US 

Navy Phantom F-4S modification programme it was too late to refit the wings with slats due to the long order 

lead time. The aircraft would not be re-engined either so they retained their J79s, the updated smokeless 

versions, and were also given various fatigue modifications to beef them up. The J79 engines were an 

improvement over the Spey in as much that they retained much better thrust, were smokeless and gave a one 

and half second response in reheat giving the J an advantage in combat. Along with the upgraded radar kits the 

F-4J (UK) would have a unique advantage over the other Phantoms in RAF service as well as other aircraft types 

from various NATO members. The Martin Baker Mk.7A ejection seat was retained. While similar to the Spey 

Phantom’s ejection seat it did not have the `dial your weight` adjustment. Command ejection was retained so 

that either the pilot or navigator could initiate an escape. The American style flying helmets were found to be 

comfortable and lighter than the British counterparts and it must be said that there was great reluctance 

among the aircrew to give them up when they and all the other US flying kit and escape systems were 

eventually replaced in 1989.  

 

155755 of US Navy squadron VF-121 became ZE362/V of No. 74 Squadron. 

 

A team of engineers from the Central Servicing Development Establishment (CSDE) at RAF Swanton Morley 

had arrived in San Diego by August 1983 to monitor the progress of the rework. They had just twelve months 

to get a fleet of fifteen tired looking Phantoms back into front line service. Some of the airframes selected 

had mixed histories (some being veterans of the Vietnam War) and all of the Phantoms had been built between 

1966 and 1969. Most had served with famous units of the US Navy and US Marines such as VF-101 Grim 

Reapers, VF-103 Jolly Rogers, VF-171 Aces and VF-74 Be-Devilers. (This particular F-4J can now be found back 

in its original VF-74 scheme at the American Air Museum at Duxford). Most of the Marine aircraft had served 

with VMFAT-101 Sharpshooters and one airframe was from the Air Test and Evaluation Squadron VX-4, the 

famous Black Bunny Phantom.  Some of the selected airframes were still airworthy and able to make the short 

trip to the NARF workshops while others were airlifted in by helicopter. It was on one of the latter transfers 

that the front canopy of an underslung Phantom detached and hit the main shackle of the webbing causing the 

airframe to fall away into the sea below. Coincidently, members of the Royal Family aboard the Royal Yacht 

Britannia in the area at the time during a West Coast tour had a front row seat as the event unfolded. A 

replacement Phantom was soon found.  
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Once each Phantom had arrived at the facility it 

was completely stripped down allowing anti-corrosion 

treatment to be applied. The integrity of the 

airframe was also tested and fatigue meters fitted 

so that the fleet could be monitored in the future. 

Additional wiring was then incorporated to allow the 

carriage of British Sky Flash missiles as well as the 

Telescopic Sighting System (TESS) situated in the 

rear cockpit and used to visually identify targets.  
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The workforce at NARF at Long Island were all civilians and it wasn`t lost on them that these Phantoms would 

be the last to pass through their way. They took great pride in their work and when eventually the first F-4J 

(UK)s were rolled out, it showed. 

 

The Tigers are back! 

 

With the work well under way Stateside, in the UK Sqn Ldr Dick Northcote was working as a Staff Officer to 

the Director General of Organisation (DGO), one of whose responsibilities was the allocation of squadron 

number plates to new units. Historical precedent was usually invoked in such matters. However there was at the 

time constant lobbying by ex-Lightning crews who rallied behind 74 Squadron`s cause when they heard that a 

new fighter unit was to stand up to replace No. 23. Dick, knowing that he was in line to command the F-4J 

Squadron, viewed proceedings with considerable interest.  It therefore came as something as a shock when the 

DGO recommended to his immediate superior, the Air Member for Support and Organisation, that 39 Squadron, 

a bomber unit, should reform on the F-4J! Fortunately, once the Chief of Air Staff heard about this he 

intervened and decided that formal precedents should take a back seat on this occasion and instructed that the 

new squadron would take on the No. 74 number plate. Now promoted to Wing Commander, Dick (whose 

experience on F-4s was vast, including a tour as instructor on F-4Es at McDill Air Force Base in Florida) set 

about organising the formation of the new squadron, which was to be based at RAF Wattisham. By now ground 

crews were in the US learning servicing and maintenance procedures for the F-4J and were scheduled to be 

ready by the time aircrews arrived to air test the aircraft as they were released from NARF.  

 

Fifty Shades of Grey  

 

Before delivery from California to the RAF (air and ground crews were being trained at the Marine Corps base 

at Yuma), the aircraft needed one final thing doing – painting. With the airframes stripped to bare metal the 

RAF had two options - fly them back to the UK ‘as is’ for painting or let the Naval Air Rework Facility paint 

them using as near to RAF colours as possible. The second option was chosen, no doubt due to the fact that the 

work would be part of the fixed price contract. Samples of the British Air Defence Grey, (more commonly 

known as barley grey) were sent over to the US Navy so that they could mix and match their stock paints to 

the desired tone, but what emerged from the paint shops can only be described as `unique`. The first six Js 

emerged with what looked like a pale duck egg green/blue in certain light conditions.  By the time the seventh 
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Phantom had entered the paint shop word had got back to the Americans that they needed to review their 

colour tones. Accordingly some aircraft were delivered highly glossed, some had the radome in a two-tone 

finish, while others did seem to resemble more closely the RAF barley grey requirement. In effect, no F-4J 

coming out of the paint shop was the same. Most F-4J air and ground crew cite as the primary cause of the 

strange shades of grey the bright yellow primer undercoat used on all the airframes plus the fact that the 

Americans had only used one thin layer of the aforementioned grey `guesswork` paint when applying it over the 

top of the primer. In bright sunlight this caused the Phantoms to look almost light green, turning to light blue in 

standard daylight. In cloudy conditions the F-4`s tones almost reverted back to the standard Air Defence 

Grey. Photographers’ camera light settings have also added to the mix of speculation on aviation enthusiasts’ 

forums about how the colour tone had come about. In any case, the tone of the finished Phantoms added 

considerably to the Tiger’s kudos! 

 

Over time some of the Phantoms would go through deep maintenance at RAF St Athan and given the correct 

RAF Air Defence paint scheme. However not all the F-4J(UK)s went to St Athan and some retained their `duck 

egg` scheme until retirement. Whether a J still had its original paint scheme could be seen by the presence of 

US type serial fonts and low visibility ejection seat triangles. 

 

Tiger Trails 

 

Back at Wattisham things were 

gathering pace with new squadron 

members arriving in dribs and drabs: 

staff were working hard making sure 

administration and necessary equipment 

was in place. 74`s Phantoms would 

initially use the flight line and allocated 

hangar space on arrival as the new 

Hardened Aircraft Shelters were still 

under construction. With everything as 

ready as it could be Dick Northcote 

flew out to the United States West 

Coast to familiarise himself with the 

Tiger’s new aircraft and lead the first 

team bringing the Phantoms back to the UK. The original plan was to was to have all 15 of the Js back in the UK 

by December 1984 and this was to be achieved in a series of Tiger Trails, where three aircraft would be flown 

at a time across the Atlantic back to Wattisham with a VC10K.2 tanker escort (above). It had been decided 

that only experienced personnel would be assigned to the Tigers with aircrew required to have at least 750 

hours first-pilot time. They were being asked to fly a different mark of Phantom and it was this experience 

that was needed to react to any unforeseen problems during the air tests and work up flights, not to mention 

the upcoming long transatlantic ferry flights.  

 

As soon as the Phantoms were released from NARF air testing began and many a snag was identified. Most of 

the issues were minor and if it were not for the long ferry flights scheduled may not have taken on such 

dramatic importance. Some issues were more serious however, one example being the hydraulic system. The 

piping had been changed from alloy to stainless steel and was proving to be troublesome. Another was the air 

bleed system. In one particularly disturbing incident, hot air had bled directly onto the airframe after the 

blanking plate had failed and burned a hole through the skin. This had taken many hours to repair.  

 

Conversion to the J was reasonably quick for the crews, beginning with an eight week detachment in the States. 

For the first two weeks they were based at San Diego where they were issued with flying kit and then given 

stringent US Navy medical tests and lectures in order to gain clearance to fly US Naval aircraft. The next stop 

was Miramar, which not only was home to the `Top Gun` school but home to the Physiology and Water Survival 

Training Centre where lectures on medical matters were given. The final stop was the US Marine Corp station 
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at Yuma in the Arizona desert. Here the aircrews would spend four weeks converting to the F-4J. Or actually 

not doing so as was the case. With the absence of any F-4Js in Navy or Marine Corp service the flying was on 

the Phantom F-4S (in essence an upgraded J) which was fitted with the leading edge slats, something the 

British Js lacked. Following ground school, ten sorties were flown by each crew involving instrument, 

interception, low level and air to air refuelling training. 

 

The official roll out of the first complete F-4J (UK) was at North Island on 10th August 1984. Once the 

ceremonies were over and more air testing had been completed, Dick Northcote and his back seater Pete Smith 

took off as the lead aircraft of Tiger Trial 1. Each Tiger Trial followed the same pattern. From San Diego they 

would fly to Goose Bay and there link up with their VC-10K.2 tanker escort for the 5,500 mile Atlantic crossing. 

A hundred miles from Britain and with enough fuel on board the aircrews would bid farewell to their tankers 

and continue alone. 

 

Tiger Trial 1 was met by an escort of FGR.2s from 56 Squadron and all five aircraft streaked across Wattisham 

in a loose formation before breaking into the circuit to land.  The Phantoms of Tiger Trail 1 were soon put to 

work. One was grounded so that new ground crew could be trained by ground crew who had returned from the 

States. Another was used by a working party from Boscombe Down who were tasked with helping 74 reach 

operational levels with equipment and external stores fitting. As more of the Js arrived each was assigned a 

tail code, the first eight getting T, I, G, E, R, S, Q and N. The rest of the fleet had codes chosen at random. 

Three even had names assigned to them after bars the squadron personnel frequented in the States! 

 

 

 

 

19th October 1984 marked 74(F) Tiger 

Squadron’s reformation parade (left). The year 

ahead was going to be an interesting one 

during which every NATO squadron was going 

to realise the Tigers were back! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

74 Squadron Phantom F-4J(UK) Serials 

 

ZE350 – coded `T`  - Ex-BuAer 153768    

ZE351 – coded `I`  - Ex-Baer 153773 

ZE352 – coded `G`  - Ex-BuAer 153783 

ZE353 – coded `E`  - Ex-BuAer 153785 

ZE354 – coded `R` - Ex-BuAer 153795 

ZE355 – coded `S` - Ex-BuAer 153803 

ZE356 – coded `Q’ - Ex-BuAer 153850 

ZE357 – coded `N`  - Ex-BuAer 153892    ‘Avenida 

      Arrow’  

ZE358 – coded `H`  - Ex-BuAer 155510 

ZE359 – coded `J`  - Ex-BuAer 155529 

ZE360 – coded `O`  - Ex-BuAer 155574     ZE350/T over the Suffolk 

ZE361 – coded `P`   - Ex-BuAer 155734   `Mulvaney`s Missile`   countryside. 

ZE363 – coded `W` - Ex-BuAer 155868   `Brigantine Bomber` 

ZE364 – coded `Z`  - Ex-BuAer 155894 
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Black Tails. 
 

Nigel Marks recounts how ZE363 F-4J(UK) acquired the first black fin, so emblematic of 

the squadron. 

 

Goose Bay 6th November 1984.  

 

Flying ZE363 we got left behind at Wright Patterson AFB in Ohio after a USAF low pressure air start hose 

that was Y-connected flayed loose and punched a hole in the Fletcher tank. Once fixed we tanker trailed alone 

to Goose with ground follow up in a C-130. JENGO Steve Sanders located a small quantity of black paint and 

assisted by Julian Stinton and myself we started painting. We reckoned we had enough paint for the rudder too 

but it ran out before the leading edge of the fin was completed..  

 

We tanked back to Wattisham on 7th November. The Station Commander and Boss Dick Northcote were there 

to greet our break into the circuit. I can't remember the words of the rollicking we got but it must have been 

mild! And the rest, as they say, is history! 

 

 
 

 

Black Bunny 
 

ZE352/G was formerly 153783, the famous 

Black Bunny Phantom of VX-4, the US Navy 

Air Test and Evaluation Squadron (left). 

Sadly she isn’t a survivor, at least not as a 

complete airframe. She was scrapped but 

the cockpit was saved, is owned by Michael 

Davey and is in private storage at the 

former RAF Hooton Park (below). 
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F-4J Survivors 
 

In June 1991, some months after 74 Squadron had re-equipped with 

the Phantom FGR.2, the last flight of an F-4J (UK) took place when 

ZE359/J was flown onto the short runway at Duxford for 

preservation. However it was soon stripped of its RAF colours and 

repainted in VF-74’s scheme. Superbly restored it now graces the 

American Air Museum (right).. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the remaining F-4Js 

scrapped, only one other 

complete, although now very 

weathered, airframe remains, and 

that is at the Defence Fire 

Training and Development Centre 

at RAF Manston. Can it be saved 

and refurbished? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With a pair of nose sections (including that of the famous Black Bunny F-4 (page 20) also saved, the story of 

the RAF’s Js is still not quite over. Whilst no complete F-4J is preserved in its original state, those who visit 

RAF Coningsby, original home of the FGR.2, should look closely at gate guard XT891 with its original pre-RWR 

fin shape. Close inspection shows that perhaps this came from F-4J ZE354 which was scrapped at the base. 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

John Abell and Tony Fulford of Tiger Trail One onto the chocks at Wattisham. 
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Press Day. February 1961. RAF Coltishall. 

 
Chris Gilson, editor of Flypast magazine, got in touch to say they had come into possession of a box of 60 glass 

slides taken at RAF Coltishall and he and I deduced they would have been taken at the above Press Day by an 

unknown photographer. They are an evocative record of the early days of the Lightning. Enjoy!  
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By the way, look out for the January issue of 

Flypast which should feature Tony Clay’s article 

about 74 Squadron in the Battle of Britain. 


